Adaptive compressed photon counting 3D imaging based on wavelet trees and depth map sparse representation.
We demonstrate a photon counting 3D imaging system with short-pulsed structured illumination and a single-pixel photon counting detector. The proposed multiresolution photon counting 3D imaging technique acquires a high-resolution 3D image from a coarse image and details at successfully finer resolution sampled along the wavelet trees and their depth map sparse representations. Both the required measurements and the reconstruction time can be significant reduced, which makes the proposed technique suitable for scenes with high spatial resolution. The experimental results indicate that both the reflectivity and depth map of a scene at resolutions up to 512×512 pixels can be acquired and retrieved with practical times as low as 17.5 seconds. In addition, we demonstrate that this technique has ability to image in presence of partially-transmissive occluders, and to directly acquire novelty images to find changes in a scene.